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Is TBM accidental? 

Abbas and Smirnov:  Mν can differ greatly from Mν
TB (within current errors on 

the mixing angles) therefore present data on the mixing angles does not 
suggest that TBM results from a symmetry (since any symmetry constrains 
Mν not the mixing angles)    

TBM 
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Tri-bimaximal-reactor mixing   0903.3199  
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Alternative vacuum 
alignment in indirect 
models giving an 
alternative to TBM: 

S [14], while the flavon VEV !!23" will violate this subgroup even in the limit that " = 0.
It is therefore natural to assume some misalignment of !!23" since, unlike !!123", it is
not protected by any symmetry.

To be concrete, in the A4 Pati-Salam model in [13] a radiative symmetry breaking
mechanism is used, and in the first stage of symmetry breaking the alignment is achieved
via an A4 invariant term but SO(3)-breaking term #!†i!i!†i!i (summed over i = 1, 2, 3)
which aligns the VEV of the field ! in the following possible directions,

!|!|" # (1, 1, 1) and/or !|!|" # (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1) (32)

where only the magnitudes of the components are so far specified. What matters is
the sign of the SO(3)-breaking term: if # > 0 the “isotropic” option !|!|" # (1, 1, 1) is
picked up while the VEV is maximally “anisotropic” (i.e. with just one nonzero entry in
!!") if # < 0. Following this approach, in the first stage, triplet flavons !123, !1 and !3

are introduced and the above mechanism is used to align the magnitudes of the VEVs
as

!|!123|" # (1, 1, 1) and !|!1|" # (1, 0, 0), !|!3|" # (0, 0, 1). (33)

In the second stage, two further triplet flavons !23, !̃23 were introduced [13] and a poten-
tial was assumed to lead to the CSD alignment. Here we show how a small modification
of this potential can lead to alignment along the direction in Eq.31. We continue to as-
sume that their VEVs are radiatively driven, but assume the slightly di!erent alignment
terms

#̃123|!†
123.!̃23|2 + #̃1|!†

1.!̃23|2 + #1|!†
1.!23|2 + #23|!̃†

23.!23|2. (34)

If #̃123 is positive, the VEV of !̃23 is driven to be orthogonal to !!123" while #̃1 > 0
makes its first component vanish and thus !|!̃23|" # (0, 1, 1). In order to obtain the
alignment of !!23" in Eq.31 we now assume negative #23, which tends to align !!23"
along the direction of !!̃23", and also assume that #1 is negative, which will tend to
align !!23" along the direction of !!1". The combined e!ect of these two terms will be to
lead to an alignment of !!23" of the form assumed in Eq.31. The message is that, since
no symmetry is determining the alignment of !!23", the choice of vacuum alignment
for this flavon is not protected, and slightly di!erent dynamical assumptions will lead
to slightly di!erent alignments. By contrast the alignment of !!123" is determined by
simpler dynamics driven by the A4 symmetry.

In such realistic GUT models there will also be additional corrections from TBR
mixing due to charged lepton corrections, renormalization group (RG) running, and
canonical normalization (CN) e!ects, as fully studied in [26]. In such a realistic frame-
work, the TBR mixing matrix described here would correspond to the leading order
neutrino mixing matrix at the GUT scale, with modified neutrino mixing sum rules as
discussed in [26]. In such a GUT-flavour framework, one expects the charged lepton
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